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	Microsoft Office 2010: Illustrated Introductory, First Course, 9780538747158 (0538747153), Course Technology PTR, 2010

	Welcome to Microsoft Office 2010—Illustrated
	Introductory, First Course. If this is your first
	experience with the Illustrated series, you’ll
	see that this book has a unique design: each
	skill is presented on two facing pages, with
	steps on the left and screens on the right.
	The layout makes it easy to learn a skill without
	having to read a lot of text and flip pages
	to see an illustration.


	This book is an ideal learning tool for a wide
	range of learners—the “rookies” will find the
	clean design easy to follow and focused with
	only essential information presented, and the
	“hotshots” will appreciate being able to move
	quickly through the lessons to find the information
	they need without reading a lot of text.
	The design also makes this a great reference
	after the course is over! See the illustration on
	the right to learn more about the pedagogical
	and design elements of a typical lesson.
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Arthritis and Allied Conditions: A Textbook of Rheumatology (Two Volume Set)Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2004

	
		Established as the “Bible of Rheumatology,” this definitive two-volume reference is now in its thoroughly updated Fifteenth Edition. More than 200 of the world’s preeminent experts provide encyclopedic coverage of the entire field of rheumatology, including relevant basic science, diagnostic and therapeutic...



		

Treatise on Process Metallurgy, Volume 2: Process PhenomenaElsevier Limited, 2014

	Process metallurgy provides academics with the fundamentals of the manufacturing of metallic materials, from raw materials into finished parts or products.


	Coverage is divided into three volumes, entitled Process Fundamentals, encompassing process fundamentals, extractive and refining processes, and metallurgical process...


		

Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2011

	
		Welcome to Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 Step by Step! Most likely, your organization has implemented—or is considering implementing—a Microsoft Dynamics CRM system, and you’re ready to learn more about what the software can do. Whether you’re a sales associate following up with your top accounts, a marketing...






	

How Video Works, Second EditionFocal Press, 2007
"Video can be hard to explain and contextualize. This book does a great job of making it easy to understand."  - - Algie Abrams, Professional Systems Architect, Microsoft     

       How Video Works has been a bible for professionals in the video world since 1985. It offers easy to understand explanations of the entire world...

		

A Brief History of ComputingSpringer, 2008
The history of computing has its origins at the outset of civilization. As towns and communities evolved there was a need for increasingly sophisticated calculations. This book traces the evolution of computation, from early civilisations 3000 B.C. to the latest key developments in modern times.
This useful and lively text provides a...


		

Top 100 Computer and Technical Careers: Your Complete Guidebook to Major Jobs in Many Fields at All Training LevelsJIST Works, 2006
This book is about improving your life, not just about selecting a job. The career you choose will have an enormous impact on how you live your life.

A huge amount of information is available on occupations, but most people don’t know where to find accurate, reliable facts to help them make good career decisions—or they...
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